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     0. Let G=exp  0V be an exponential group with Lie algebra  g, 
f  alinearformoncl,andlet4.(1=1,2) be real polarizations 
satisfying the Pukanszky condition of  O at f. Let  p(f,  1.i, G)= 
indxi,.whereH.=exp4.and Xi X)=e/-7-If(X)                                                             forXe.-6.  (i=1,2). 
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Then it is well known in the orbit theory of unitary representations

that  p(f,  41,  G) is unitary equivalent to  p(f,  42,  G).
     Our aime is to construct in certain cases an intertwining  operator 

between these representations and to prove a composition formula for 

these  operators. This is a generalization of the results due to G. 

Lion for nilpotent groups.

     1. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra  g. We denote by 

K(G) the space of numerical continuous functions on G with compact 

support, dg a left Haar measure on G and by AG the modular
function of G  : we have

I (1)(gx-1)dg =  4,(x)i  4)(g)dg
for all  4  E  K  (G)  ,  x  6  G.

Let H be a closed subgroup of G with Lie algebra  -5.. For
 h  e  H, we set

 Au  (h)

 G/H(h)  —  A"  (h)  ' 

 Trad  17/6 X 
Then we have  SG/H (exp  X)  =e for  X  e  .

     Let K(G, H) denote the space of numerical continuous functions 

 q) with compact support modulo H such that

 (I)(gh) = 8G/H(h)cb(g)  (ge  G,hEH)  ,

G acts on this space by left translation.

One knows that there exists uniquely, up to a constant, the

G-invariant positive linear form  vG
,H on K(G, H), and we write

 vG
,  H =(/)(g)dv_v,(g) (cbe K(G, H))  .  JG/H,n
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     Let U be a unitary representation of H on a  Hilbert space  X, 

and let L(U, G) be the space of  R-valued continuous function  p on 

G with compact support modulo H such that 

                                       1
•  

 b(gh) = u(h)-1aG/H(h)2tV (g)  (g  e  G,  he . (*) 

Then, for  1p  E  L(U,  G), the function  (g)112  (g  G.  G) belongs

to K(G, H) and one defines the norm N2 in L(G, H) by

          

111,0(g)112(g) .                       dyG
, H         G/H

     By the completion we have the  Hilbert space  L(U,  G) on which we 

realize the unitary representation  ind U of G induced by U as

left translation.

     2.  in what follows, let G be an exponential group with Lie 

algebra  0;  : the exponential mapping exp :  ay----),G is a diffeomorphism

Let  0,T* denote the dual space of  0:T.  G acts on 40.,,T* by the
coadjoint representations.

     A subalgebra  "5- of  OT is said to be subordinate to  f  E.  or if 
we have  f  (  ,  "5.  ])=0. We denote by  S  (f, ) the set of subalgebras 
of  cg subordinate to  f  E  trj*, and set M(f,  0I)=1-E S(f,  7 )  ;  dim 

 ol+dim  egf)}, where  cgf={X  E ;  f  ( [X,  e'T  ])=0}.
Proposition (L.  Pukanszky  [6]). Let  46  S(f,  op. Then, the

 following conditions are equivalent

1) H.f = f  +l  where H = exp  1_ and  -6.1-=  e07*  ; 
 Z  (-6.)  =  0} ;

2)  f + G.f and  E M(f,  ; 

 3)  e  M(f+i,  op for any I  E 

A subalgebra S(f,  °j)  is said to satisfy the  Pukanszky

condition if satisfies the equivalent conditions of the above pro-

positon.
 i=II(X)     For  E  S(f,  5),  Xf(exp X)=e  (X6  1) gives a unitary 

character of the analytic subgroup H=exp of G corresponding to  

. We denote by p(f,  , G) the unitary representation  ind  x, of 
 HtG 

G induced by  xf, H(f, , G) the representation space of p(f,  e,, G) 
and by  I(f,  7) the set of  -5e  S(f,  O) such that  p(f, G) is
irreducible.

Then, the following theorem is fundamental in the orbit theory. 

Theorem (P. Bernat [1], L. Pukanszky [6]). Let f be an  element

of  7*.
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a)  P4(f,  I(f,  (i)  • 

b) For  -5.E  S(f,  ), belongs to  I  (f,  if and only if

     satisfies the Pukanszky condition. 
   c) For  41,  12E  I(f,  01),  p(f, G)  (i=1,2) are equivalent. 

   d) The mapping  fl—÷p(f,  s, G)  (46  I(f,  °I)) induces a bijec-
tion of the orbit space  ap/G onto G, the set of equivalence  classes 

of irreducible unitary representations of G.

3.When1.EI(f, 01)  (i=1,2) are given, how can one construct
an intertwining operator between two equivalent representations p(f, 

     G)  (i=1,2)?

For this problem,  M.  Vergne [7] gave an idea as follows  : 

Suppose that all groups in question are  unimodular. We put H.=

exp  (i=1,2). Let  gEG and let  q5GH(f,  G), then the func-

tion  h2.--,(gh2)xt(h2) on H2 is right invariant  under the subgroup 

 H1n  H2 of H2. We put formally

 (T  A  fl(g) =  (gh2)Xf(h2)dA2 
 2-d-1  'H2/H1(1H2 

where dh2 denotes a  H2-invariant measure on the homogeneous space 

H2/Hl'r)F12'If this integral converges for any  ge  G, it is clear that 

the function  T   (1) satisfies the relation (*) for H2 and that 
 "2  "1 

the operator T .4 commutes with the left translations of G. 
                         d-2 .°1

If G is nilpotent, this idea is verified by G. Lion  [51.

Theorem  (G. Lion  [5]). Let G=exp  GT be  nilpotent,  f  e

 e  I(f,1) (=M(f,  °I) in this case) and let  Hi=exp  (i=1,2). For 

any function  cl)E  H(f,  11, G) with compact support modulo H1, the 
integral

 (T-R  .e  (I))  (g)  =  I c/)(gh2)xf(h2)d1;2 
   "f1 H /H n H 

           2 1 2

is convergent for any  gE  G. By continuity we can extend this operator 

to obtain an intertwining operator between p(f, G) and  p(f,

     Furthermore he obtained a composition formula for these operators 

which are supposed to be normalized. 

 Foranorderedtriple(11,12,-63)of-1.E1(f,  al)  (i=1,2, 
3), one difines the Maslov index  T(11,  1  2,  13) as the signature 
of the quadratic form Q on the vector space  1  le152e43 defined by
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 Q(xl,  x2, x3) =  f([xl, x2]) +  f([x2, x3]) +  f([x3, x1]) •

     Theorem (G. Lion  [5]). Let G=exp  07 be nilpotent, fE 0-s., and 
 Let  4.  .G M(f,  g)  (i=1,2). Then, 

                                             1-4-T(re 1,  2, .3)                                            .7.e
        Ti

ll5.2 o Tet  233l  = e 
 id  , 

where id denotes the  identity operator on the space H(f,  1,  G).

      4. Now we make some studies of intertwining operators for expo-
nential groups. Let G=exp  ey be an exponential group with Lie alge- 
bragasbefor .e.LetfetT*i                                     andletAE1(f,  0)  (i=1,2). 

                      A

Proposition. We have 

      Tr ad 14ri.eX + Tx-X = 0
1111.'22zin 

                                              2

for  XE11n  2' 
     Let  H.=exp  (i=1,2) and let  qbE  H(f,1,  G). By the above

proposition we can consider the integral 

 (T1
211° (g) =  'H2'H1r1i2  (V

                  = 0 (1)(gh)xf(h)(3,
'-4111(h) 2                                                         dvii.2,HnH2(h)                    H

2/H1mi22 

for  gE  G. If this integral converges, it is obvious that the function 

    •g_(I)satisfies the relation (*) for  H2 and that the operator 
   241 

 T-g  { commutes with the left translations of  G. 
 r  2'  1

     But, unfortunately, I cannot prove the convergence of this inte-

gral and I must put a restrictive condition  :

We say that the pair  (11,  12) satisfies the condition  N if
it satisfies at least one of the following two conditions  :

1) One of the  1 is contained in the normalizer of the other  ; 
2) One of the is of the form 1..--.0f                                               j+1.nim, wheren

denotes the maximal nilpotent ideal of  cy  . 
     If the pair  12) satisfies the condition  N, using the

transitivity of the integral vGH (cf.M. Duflo [2]), one can gener-

alize the results of  G. Lion.

     Theorem. Let the pair  (41, 42) satisfythe condition N, 
and let  cbe H(f,  1,G) have compact support modulo H1.Then, for
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 ge  G, the function 

                                        1

                                                  , hq)(gh) X(h)6G/(h)2      fH
2

on H2 isH
2'HIPH22-integrable, and the operator TA 

                                                                                                                        ° 

 a1

1

    (TAAgo) (g)=g)(gh)xf(h)dG/H
2(h)dvHHnH  (h)    '2'1 H

2/H1(1H22°1  2 

can be extended to obtain an intertwining operator between p(f,

 (i=1,2).

     Theorem. Let  liE  I(f,  0Y)  (i=1,2,3) such that all pairs  (4i, 
     (1<i<j<3)  satisfy the condition N. Suppose that all operators 

 T  .g are normalized, then 
 i  j 

 3)                                                  e     T
AT_g---=      .6

17  2 23 0 3  71  id  .

The proofs of our Proposition and Theorems are made by induction

on dim  U, replacing a polarization  1G  I  (f, ) by  i.  Crtf 
 +  aZ  E  I  (f  )  , where  eft is a  non-central minimal ideal in  aj. and 
 trc  =  {  x  ;  f  (  [X,  OZ ])=0}.  )=0}

     Remark. If G=exp  g is algebraic, any  le I(f,  al) is of the 
form  =t7f-Fin  11- (M.  Duflo  [4]). So the condition N is always
satisfied in this case.
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